Food is Nature’s most perfect medicine
… and medicine has never tasted like this before!
Chef Keidi Awadu is an award-winning raw food chef
who has developed a brand of nutritionally dense
gourmet cuisine he calls Living Superfood. He has
pioneered a healing modality based upon nutritional
healing and preventative medicine. And now the
renowned chef has a new hat as filmmaker.

Here are just a few of Chef Keidi’s “Life-lights”:


















Producer and director of the feature-length documentary CHEWICIDE, THE MOVIE (2014)
Award-winning raw food chef and longtime master of vegan & vegetarian cuisine
Developer of the Living Superfood nutritional healing and disease prevention system
Author of 28 books on health, culture and the humanities
Multi-media journalist for 37 years in print, broadcast and an Internet webcast pioneer
Internationally featured lecturer on health, culture, economics, and progressive activism
Life-long career musician, recording artist and music producer
3 Years of laboratory experience in reproductive biology as a cryogenics technician
Father to 3 college-age daughters
Trilingual (English-Spanish-French) and studied a total of 8 languages
Life-long master gardener and expert in organics and agri-economics
Released three books in the first 5 months of this year and six books in the past 3 years, including:
o LIVING SUPERFOOD RESEARCH: Don’t Get Sick, Stay Off Drugs and Live a Long Time (2014)
o SOUL FOOD: Do We Really Know What’s In It? (2014)
o THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST: African Trade and Development for the 21 st Century (2014)
An ordained priest of the Sacred Order of the Sons of Ra Ministries
Visionary Developer of the Kujichagulia Villages Projects (Intentional Communities)
Native to Columbus, Ohio and currently residing in Las Vegas, Nevada
Currently traveling around the world sharing this mission of a New Culture of Life
Visit online at www.Keidi.biz and contact the chef at 323.902.2919 / info@chefkeidi.com

